Art & Architecture Archive (1860-2015)
Support scholarship and provide creative inspiration

Scholars of the 20th century history of art and design/architecture need to consult highly visual consumer and trade magazines. Key developments, industry news, and artworks are often charted in these publications rather than in scholarly journals. Art and Architecture Archive offers an amazing array of titles, including Architectural Review, British Journal of Photography, Graphis, Print, and many others previously unavailable in digital form, scanned cover to cover as full-page color images, with searchable text and article-level indexing.

Users can search the full text, browse and retrieve articles and advertisements, and view illustrations, photographs, and technical plans in detail and in context, from every page of every issue to gain new insights and inspiration.

With deep backfile coverage, from the publications’ first issues through to this century,* this is an essential resource for:
- Researching the history of the arts, from the late-19th to the 21st century
- Accessing key primary sources for the study of culture and society
- Consulting high-resolution images of artworks, drawings/plans, and original photographs

**ART & ARCHITECTURE ARCHIVE 2**

Upon completion, this second module brings an additional 21 trade and consumer publications to the Art & Architecture program, an additional 850,000 pages of searchable, full-page color images.

With all the same benefits and features of the original collection, Art and Architecture Archive 2 includes highly-demanded international titles such as Goya, Popular Photography, Building Design, ID and Preservation and many others available digitally for the first time.

Institutions who previously acquired the original Art & Architecture Archive collection may buy Art & Architecture Archive 2 as a single add-on module. For new customers, the material from collections 1 and 2 will be combined and divided into two discipline-specific modules: Art & Photography and Architecture & Design.

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.
WHY ART AND ARCHITECTURE ARCHIVE

• Support scholarship and provide creative inspiration with key magazines
• These exceptional databases reduce the work of managing print journal subscriptions and save budget on renewals, shelving, and archiving
• Consult key titles from the U.S. and around the world
• Provide insight and information across disciplines:
  • Art history
  • Studio art
  • Social and economic history
  • Ethnic and cultural studies
  • Graphic/interior/industrial design
  • Photography
  • Business/marketing
  • Restoration

Art & Photography Title List

• American Craft
• Antique Collector
• Aperture
• Apollo
• Art and AsiaPacific
• Art Monthly
• Bead Journal
• Border Crossings
• British Journal of Photography
• C Magazine
• Ceramics Technical
• Connoisseur
• Goya
• Make
• Ornament
• Popular Photography
• Professional Artist
• Sculpture
• Southwest Art
• Studio Potter
• Surface
• WomanCraft

Architecture and Design Title List

• Architects’ Journal, The
• Architectural Review, The
• Building Design
• Canadian Architect, The
• Casabella
• Contract
• Crit
• Eye: The International Review of Graphic Design
• Frame
• Graphis
• Hospitality Design: HD
• House Beautiful
• How
• ID
• Mark
• Preservation
• Print

* Our policy is to include every issue and to scan from cover to cover. Due to the rarity of some of the source content, however, there are small gaps (issues/pages).